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From BIM to Digital
Twin: BIM2TWIN!
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About

Bim2Twin

BIM2TWIN aims to build a Digital
Building Twin (DBT) platform
for construction management
that implements lean principles
to reduce operational waste of
all kinds, shortening schedules,
reducing costs, enhancing quality
and safety and reducing carbon
footprint.
For more information you can
visit the project website:
www.bim2twin.eu.

BIM2TWIN is a European-funded project
aimed to build a Digital Building Twin (DBT)
platform for construction management
that implements lean principles to reduce
operational waste of all kinds, shortening
schedules, reducing costs, enhancing
quality and safety and reducing carbon
footprint. The key objective of the project
is to develop a Digital Building Twin
platform (DBT) able to provide situational
awareness, with a comprehensive, holistic
approach. This means that any stakeholder
across the construction process is able
to get a real-time representation of the
status of everything happening on site and
throughout the whole supply chain, thanks
to a set of construction management
applications.

This is the first issue of the
BIM2TWIN project newsletter. It wants
to provide a first introduction to the
main features and key topics of the
project besides a brief presentation
of the consortium partners.

The basic idea at the core of the BIM2TWIN
project is to develop a platform able to
represent the current status of products
and processes through a Project Status
Model (PSM). This model shall be
populated by real-time monitored data from
the site and the supply chain and should be
able to manage and process all this data
in an automated way, across the entire
lifespan of the project. The information
managed by the platform will be interpreted
and used by construction managers,
thanks to a decision support dashboard for
forward planning and real-time control.
The platform will therefore stand as a
junction between the monitored data flow
and the information made available to the
different stakeholders through construction
management applications.

In order to coherently manage all the
collected data, the platform will rely on a
robust system architecture, so that data
can be processed to establish a PSM and
turned into information for decision-making,
providing a reliable tool for monitoring
schedules, quantities, budget, quality,
safety, and environmental impact.
As the name BIM2TWIN suggest, the Digital
Building Twin representation - actually
the Project Status Model (PSM) - will be
semantically linked to Building Information
Model (BIM), including schedule models,
logistic models, task models and so on.
The project will implement an interoperable
framework based on compatible linkeddata, building a common information
backbone for digital twins. Moreover, the
project will explore innovative approaches
- compared to the state of the art - relying
on a property-graph-based cloud data
store that provides APIs (Application
Programming Interfaces).
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Challenge/ambition
The aforementioned features and key topics of the BIM2TWIN project will pave the way
towards challenging and ambitious targets. The primary aim of the project is to implement
and demonstrate a new and standardizable framework able to develop a new paradigm for
digitalisation in the construction industry.
Specifically, BIM2TWIN’s main ambition are:
•
•
•
•

Integrating in a single Digital Building Twin (DBT) platform different construction
management tools, methodologies and technologies, such as Project Status Model
(PSM), Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
Testing the platform verifying the operations of integrated monitoring technologies
with management applications.
Developing exploitation pathways and business models for the DBT platform.
Demonstrating platform operation and measurable impacts in real-world scenarios:
three physical demonstration sites will test BIM2TWIN’s solutions, in France, Spain and
Finland.

BIM2TWIN has the potential to create a new paradigm for Digital Building Tool
solutions: keep in touch to follow its progress!
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BIM2TWIN
consortium

AARHUS UNIVERSITET

ACCIONA

CENTRE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE DU
BATIMENT (CSTB)

FIRA GROUP

Aarhus University is the largest and second
oldest research university in Denmark. It
comprises five faculties in Arts, Natural
Sciences, Technical Sciences, Health
Sciences, Business and Social Sciences.
Aarhus University contributes to BIM2TWIN
with an interdisciplinary research team from
the Department of Civil and Architectural
Engineering (CAE) and the Department
of Electrical and Computer Engineering
(ECE) that will formalize and test a digital
construction twin for construction safety
and health.

Acciona Construcción is a leading
European construction company designing,
constructing and managing buildings and
civil infrastructures under sustainability
principles, based in Spain and with an
international presence in more than 30
countries.
Acciona has its own R&D Technological
Centre in Madrid and main research areas
are Sustainable Buildings, Concrete, New
Materials, Roads, Railways and Tunnels,
Maritime Works and Structures, and Digital
Innovation.

CSTB is a public research centre in the
construction sector focusing on building
science, building technologies and advanced
ICT. CSTB core business covers four main
fields: research, technical expertise, quality
assessment and knowledge dissemination.
CSTB is involved in the project through its
ICT department thanks to the expertise
in semantic modelling, simulation &
Construction ICT, decision-support systems,
as well as validation & replication models and
Transfer & Dissemination.

Fira Group is a Finnish firm comprising
construction, product and software
businesses, with focus on 4 different
business areas: commercial construction,
residential construction, modernisation and
pipe renovation.
Fira acts most commonly as the main
contractor in the construction project from
design to handover. Fira’s construction
business acts as an excellent testbed for
research and development activities. Fira will
manage the activities of the Finnish demo
site.

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

international.au.dk/

www.acciona.com/

www.cstb.fr/en/

https://firasmart.com/
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FUNDACION TECNALIA RESEARCH &
INNOVATION

IDP INGENIERIA Y ARQUITECTURA
IBERIA

INSTITUT NATIONAL DE RECHERCHE
EN INFORMATIQUE ET AUTOMATIQUE
(INRIA)

INTSITE LTD

Tecnalia is a leading Research and
Technological Development Centre in Europe,
whose mission is to transform technology
into GDP to improve people’s quality of
life, by creating business opportunities for
companies.
We bring to BIM2TWIN our expertise in
buildings and infrastructures,in terms of
domain and process knowledge, as well as
development of innovative tools based on
technologies.
Our full-scale R&D test facility KUBIK will be
offered for testing the solutions.

IDP is an innovative and multidisciplinary
SME (Small and Medium Enterprise) with
services ranging from civil & infrastructure
engineering, environmental sciences, ICT to
project management & consultancy.
IDP brings the experience and know-how
gained as coordinator of SPHERE Project
(https://sphere-project.eu/) into BIM2TWIN
Project, focusing on Digital Twin roles,
dataflows & workflows as well as BIM
Platform requirements.

Inria is the only French public research
body fully dedicated to computational
sciences. Inria’s missions are to produce
outstanding research in the computing
and mathematical fields of digital sciences
and to ensure the impact of this research
on the economy and society in particular.
INRIA will contribute in BIM2TWIN project
development combining scientific excellence
with a more focused consideration of major
European and global societal challenges.

Founded in 2017, in Haifa, Israel, INTSITE
boasts a team of exceptional algorithm
developers, industry experts, and specialists
from various technological fields. INTSITE
employs AI and Deep Learning to optimize
and automate the machinery at the center
of a worksite, transforming the performance
of industries focused on heavy machinery,
amongst construction, mining and container
ports.
In the context of BIM2TWIN project, INTSITE
will leverage the gained know-how of AI
technologies and implement it for Digital
Building Twin platform development.

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

www.tecnalia.com/en/

www.en.idp.es/

www.inria.fr/en/centre-inria-sophia-antipolismediterranee

http://intsite.ai/
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ORANGE SA

RUHR-UNIVERSITAET BOCHUM (RUB)

SIEMENS

SPADA CONSTRUCTION

Orange is one of the world’s leading
telecommunications operators, with HQ in
France. Orange is also a leading provider of
global IT and telecommunication services
to multinational companies. As part of their
research activities, Orange has developed
“Thing in the future” (short Thing’in), an online
open and secure graph of digital twins of the
physical world. In BIM2TWIN, Orange will
leverage “Thing’in” know-how to implement
the graph-based platform for managing the
digital twin of buildings in construction.

Founded in the early sixties to address
the challenges of structural change in
the region, the university has developed
into one of Germany’s largest research
universities. It hosts the full spectrum of
academic disciplines on its campus.The
Chair of Computing in Civil Engineering
has been dealing with the digitization of
civil engineering for many years. Research
focuses on the optimization of construction
and logistics processes as well as the
automated recognition of construction
progress.

Siemens is a technology company centered
on the industries that form the backbone of
economies – manufacturing, infrastructure,
and transport. Siemens has a long history
of providing CAD tools and data platforms
(like NX and Team Center). Although the
predominant use case so far is factory
design and virtual commissioning, most
technologies can be applied and transferred
to civil engineering issues as well.

Established a century ago, SPADA
CONSTRUCTION is a family-owned company
based in the South-East of France. Its field
of activity is the building construction where
it intervenes as a general contractor or a
concrete contractor. The company activity
mainly focuses on non-residential buildings
such as educational, health, entertainment
and activity buildings with very strong knowhow in concrete work and sub-contractor
management. Spada will be responsible for
the French demo site activities.

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

https://www.orange.com/en

https://www.inf.bi.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/iib/index.
html.de

www.siemens.com/global/en.html

https://spadagroup.fr/
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TECHNION – ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN
(TUM)

UNISMART – FONDAZIONE UNIVERSITÀ
DEGLI STUDI DI PADOVA

UNIVERSITÀ POLITECNICA DELLE
MARCHE (UNIVPM)

Founded in 1912, Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology is Israel’s first university and its
largest center of applied research. Technion
offers degrees in all fields of science and
engineering, architecture and town planning,
medicine, industrial management, education,
and environmental studies. Technion
people, ideas, and inventions have made,
and continue to make tremendous scientific
contributions in fields such as medicine,
sustainable energy, computer science, water
conservation, and nanotechnology.

Technische Universität München (TUM) is
one of Europe’s top universities and one of
the few Universities of Excellence in Germany.
The Chair of Computational Modelling and
Simulation (CMS) at TUM is devoted to the
development of innovative digital methods
and technologies for the AEC industry.
In all its projects, TUM-CMS is closely
collaborating with industry partners and
scientists from other research disciplines.

UniSMART is the Foundation of the
University of Padova, top ranked Italian
University, in charge of managing all the
technology transfer and innovation consulting
activities directed to companies, industrial
associations, professionals, investors,
banks, and other public and private bodies.
UNISMART possesses valuable know-how
and expertise in the European research
and innovation landscape. In BIM2TWIN
will be responsible for dissemination and
exploitation activities.

UNIVPM is a technical university located in
central Italy, in the city of Ancona. The staff
of Mechanical and Thermal Measurement
group focuses his work on the development
of measurement systems, sensors, data
processing in order to provide services in
three main areas, which are mainly industry,
buildings, and health. BIM2TWIN is right
across buildings and industry and we focus
on industrialization and digitalization of the
construction process.

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

Contact info:

https://sacks.net.technion.ac.il/

www.cms.bgu.tum.de/en/

www.unismart.it/en/

www.diism.univpm.it/laboratori/misureambiente?language=en
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UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE

The University of Cambridge (UCAM; est.
1209) is a top ranked public research
university. The Construction Information
Technology (CIT) group is oriented on
advanced applications of computer vision
and pattern recognition on infrastructure
data collection, information retrieval and
knowledge generation. UCAM will leverage
its expertise above and prior low TRL work
in automating progress monitoring with TRL
4-6 further development and simultaneous
exploitation of the Digital Twin backbone
platform of this project.

Contact info:
https://cit.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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Inspiration

Keep in touch

“You can have data
without information,
but you cannot have
information without data.”
Daniel Keys Moran

Are you interested in knowing more about
BIM2TWIN technologies?
Are you a professional in the construction
industry interested in collaborating with
BIM2TWIN partners?
Contact us to share your feedback and
ideas on this page.
Project Coordinator:
Bruno Fies - CSTB
bruno.fies@cstb.fr
Innovation, Dissemination &
Exploitation Manager:
Michele Scotton - UniSMART
michele.scotton@unismart.it
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www.bim2twin.eu/

www.twitter.com/BIM2TWIN

www.linkedin.com/company/bim2twin/
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